
TRY MORE EXPERIMENTS WITH YOUR BATH BOMBS...
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Cornstarch in the bath bomb recipe acts as a dry 
“filler.” The cornstarch filler affects how fizzy 
the bomb turns out and how quickly a bomb 
dissolves. Try changing the amount of cornstarch 
you put in your bomb to see what happens.

Try making a two-color bath bomb where one 
color dissolves faster than the other by combining 
mixtures from two different recipes. (Maybe your 
cornstarch amount experiments!)

Another activity you can try is timing how long 
different temperatures of water affects the rate 
the bath bomb dissolves. You usually throw 
them into a hot bath but try colder water. Use 
a stopwatch or timer to see how long they take 
to dissolve in bath temperature water. Then 
compare it to placing them in cold water. Does 
the temperature make a difference in the dissolve 
time?

Instead of citric acid, try experimenting with 
making bath bombs using citric acid substitutes, 
such as cream of tartar or lemon juice. How do the 
bombs compare using a substitute?
Try it and see!!
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Make a coffee and cream bath bomb - perfect for 
coffee lovers and a coffee bath is great for the 
skin! Add 1/2-cup powdered dry milk and 4-tbsp 
instant espresso powder to our bath bomb recipe.

Pumpkin spice is a fall favorite so why not make 
it a bath bomb for a favorite person? Just add 
40 drops of pumpkin pie fragrance and 2-tsp of 
pumpkin pie spice!

Rose bath bombs make for a relaxing bath. Try 
adding 1-cup dried rose petals and 2-tsp rose oil 
and voila ~ you made a bath bomb for rose lovers!

Want to make a bath bomb with an incredibly 
soothing scent and helps relieve those seasonal 
allergies? Make a Lavender Lemon bath bomb! 
Add 12 drops of lavender oil and 20 drops of lemon 
oil to the recipe for an allergy relieving bath bomb.

Soothe itchy skin while you soak with a Rich Milk 
and Honey bath bomb. This all-natural bath bomb 
will leave the skin feeling silky soft and supple! 
Simply add 1/2 cup powdered milk and 4-tsp shea 
or cocoa butter to the recipe to turn you bath into 
a softening sanctuary.

 MAKE A FEW “TWEAKS” LIKE THOSE 
BELOW AND SEE WHAT HAPPENS!

BELOW ARE SOME INTERESTING VARIATIONS 
YOU CAN MAKE TO OUR BATH BOMB RECIPE.
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